Quantum computers capable of solving classically intractable problems are under construction, and intermediate-scale devices are approaching completion. Current efforts to design large-scale devices require allocating immense resources to error correction, with the majority dedicated to the production of high-fidelity ancillary states known as magic-states. Leading techniques focus on dedicating a large, contiguous region of the processor as a single "magic-state distillation factory" responsible for meeting the magic-state demands of applications.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum computers promise to provide computational power required to solve classically intractable problems and have significant impacts in materials science, quantum chemistry, cryptography, communication, and many other fields. Recently, much focus has been placed on constructing and optimizing Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers [1] , however over the long term quantum error correction will be required to ensure that large quantum programs can execute with high success probability. Currently, the leading error correction protocol is known as the surface code [2, 3] , which benefits from low overheads in terms of both fabrication complexity and amount of classical processing required to perform decoding.
A common execution model of machines protected by surface code error correction requires a process called magicstate distillation. In order to perform universal computation on a surface code error corrected machine, special resources called magic states must be prepared and interacted with qubits on the device. This process is very space and time intensive, and while much work has been performed optimizing the resource preparation circuits and protocols to make the distillation process run more efficiently internally [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , relatively little focus has been placed upon the design of an architecture that generates and distributes these resources to a full system. This study develops a realistic estimate of resource overheads of, and examines the trade-offs present in, the architecture of a system that prepares and distributes magic states. In particular, instead of using a single large factory to produce all of the magic states required for an application, the key idea of our work is to distribute this demand across several smaller factories that together produce the desired quantity. We specifically characterize these types of distributed factory systems by three parameters: the total number of magic states that can be produced per cycle, the number of smaller factories on the machine, and the number of distillation rounds that are executed by each factory.
The primary trade-off we observe is between the number of qubits (area/space) and the amount of time (latency) spent in the system: we can design architectures that use minimal area but impose large latency overheads due to lower magicstate output rate, or we can occupy larger amounts of area dedicated to resource production aiming to maximally alleviate application latency. The two metrics, space and time, are equally important as it is easy to build small devices with more gates or large devices with few gates. This concept is closely related to the idea of "Quantum Volume" [9] , when machine noise and topologies are taken into consideration. To capture the equal importance of both of these metrics, we use a space-time product cost model in which the two metrics simply multiply together. This model has been used elsewhere in similar analysis [7, 8, 10, 11] . Figure 1 illustrates the opposing trends for space and time when we increase the magic-state production rate. Our goal is to find the "sweet spot" on the combined space-time curve, where the overall resource overhead is at its lowest.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. We present precise resource estimates for implementing
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Latency Space Space-time Figure 1 : Space and time tradeoffs exist for distributions of resource generation factories within quantum computers. These trends are shown assuming same total factory output capacity. By explicit overhead analysis, we can discover optimal space-time volume design points.
different algorithms with magic-state distillation on a surface code error corrected machine. We derive the estimates from modeling and simulating the generation and distribution of magic states to their target qubits in the computation.
2. We quantify the space and time trade-offs of a number of architectural configurations for magic-state production, based on design parameters including the total number of factories, total number of output states these factories can produce, and the desired fidelity of the output magic states.
3. We study different architectural designs of magic-state distillation factory, and present an algorithm that finds the configuration that minimizes the space-time volume overhead.
4. We highlight the nontrivial interactions of factory failure rates and achievable output state fidelity, and how they affect our design decisions. We analyze the sensitivity of these optimized system configurations to fluctuations in underlying input parameters.
5. We discover that dividing a single factory into multiple smaller distributed factories can not only reduce overall space-time volume overhead but also build more resilience into the system against factory failures and output infidelity.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a basic background of quantum computation, error correction, magic-state distillation and the Bravyi-Haah distillation protocol, as well as the block-code state-distillation construction are described. Section 3 describes previous work in this area. Sections 4 and 5 discuss important space and time characteristics of the distillation procedures that we consider, and derive and highlight scaling behaviors that impact full system overhead analysis. Section 6 describes in detail how these characteristics interact, and shows how these interactions create a design space with locally optimal design points. Section 7 details the system configurations we model, describes a novel procedure for discovering the optimal design points, and discusses the simulation techniques used to validate our model derivations. Section 8 shows our results and the explains the impacts of optimizing these designs. Sections 9 and 10 conclude and discuss ideas to be pursued as future work.
BACKGROUND

Quantum Computation
The idea of quantum computation is to use quantum mechanics to manipulate information stored in two-level physical systems called quantum bits (qubits). In contrast to a bit in a classical machine, each qubit can occupy two logical states, denoted as |0 and |1 , as well as a linear combination (superposition) of them, which can be written as |ψ = α |0 + β |1 , where α, β are complex coefficients satisfying |α| 2 + |β | 2 = 1.
It is sometimes useful to visualize the state of a single qubit as a vector on the bloch sphere [12, 13] , as we can rewrite the state |ψ in its spherical coordinates as |ψ = cos (θ /2) |0 + exp (iφ ) sin (θ /2) |1 . Any operations (called quantum logic gates) performed on single qubit can thus be regarded as rotations by an angle ϕ along some axisn, denoted as Rn(ϕ). In this paper we will focus on some quantum gates that are commonly used in algorithms, such as the Pauli-
, and T gate (T ≡ R z (π/4)). For multi-qubit operations, we will consider the most common two-qubit gate called controlled-NOT (CNOT). It has been shown [14] that the above mentioned operations form a universal gate set, which implies that any quantum operations can be decomposed as a sequence of the above gates.
As quantum logic gates require extremely precise control over the states of the qubits during execution, a slight perturbation of the quantum state or a minor imprecision in the quantum operation could potentially result in performance loss and, in many cases, failure to obtain the correct outcomes. In order to maintain the advantage that quantum computation offers while balancing the fragility of quantum states, quantum error correction codes (QECC) are utilized to procedurally encode and protect quantum states undergoing a computation. One of the most prominent quantum error correcting codes today is the surface code [2, 3] .
Surface Code
In a typical surface code implementation, physical qubits form a set of two-dimensional rectangular arrays (of logical qubits), each of which performs a series of operations only with its nearest neighbors. A logical qubit, under this construction, is comprised of a tile of physical qubits, and these tiles interact with each other differently according to different logical operations. These interactions on the grid create the potential for communication-imposed latency, as routing and logical qubit motion on the lattice must be accomplished.
An important parameter of the surface code is the code distance d. Larger code distance means a larger tile for each logical qubit. The precise number of physical qubits required in each tile also depends on the underlying surface code implementation. Most common implementations assume a logical qubit of distance d requires ∼ d 2 physical qubits [3, 15] . Code distance also determines how well we can protect a logial qubit. The logical error rate P L of a logical qubit decays exponentially in d. More precisely:
where ε in is the underlying physical error rate of a system [7] . In particular, this work will focus on two relatively expensive operations on surface code, namely the logical CNOT gate and the logical T gate. Our overhead analysis will hold regardless of the underlying technology, e.g. superconducting or ion-trap implementations. Earlier work [11] has also performed such analysis with technology-independent frameworks. Firstly, a logical CNOT between two qubits can be expensive, because the two logical qubits can be located far apart on the lattice and long-distance interaction is achieved by the topological defect braiding methodology. Secondly, a logical T gate can also be costly because it requires some ancillary state to be procedurally prepared in advance, called the magic-state distillation.
CNOT Braiding
A braid is a path in the surface code lattice, or an area where the error correction mechanisms have been temporarily disabled and where no other operations are allowed to use. In other words, braids are not allowed to cross. A logical qubit can be entangled with another if the braid pathway encloses both qubits, where enclosing means extending a pathway from source qubit to target qubit and then contracting back via a (possibly different) pathway. It is important to note that these paths can extend up to arbitrary length in constant time, simply by disabling all area covered by the path in the same cycle. Furthermore, each path must remain open for a constant number of surface code cycles to establish fault tolerance. More precisely, one CNOT braid takes T cnot = 2d + 2 cycles to be performed fault tolerantly [3, 11] .
T Magic-States
Now T (and S) gates, as described earlier, are necessary for universal quantum computation, and yet are very costly to implement on the surface code. For simplicity of analysis, we assume all S gates will be decomposed into two T gates, because of their rotation angle relationship. This is potentially an overestimate of the actual gate requirements, as it is also possible to perform an S gate via separate distillation of a different type of magic state. We are also aware of another surface code implementation that allows for S gate to be executed without distillation [16] . These techniques have different architectural implications which are outside the scope of the analysis of this work.
To execute these gates, an ancillary logical qubit must be first prepared into a special state, known as the magic state [17] . Once prepared, this magic-state is to be interacted with the target qubit as in [3] , via a probabilistic circuit involving the magic state and between 1 or 3 CNOT braids, each with probability 1/2. The extra 2 CNOTs are required to perform a corrective S gate in the case that the probabilistic circuit fails, which we assume to be consisting of 2 CNOT braids. This circuit is called the state injection circuit. We can therefore write the expected latency of a T gate as
where we use T t to denote latency of a T gate and T CNOT as latency of a CNOT gate.
Since the task of preparing these states is a repetitive process, it has been proposed that an efficient design would dedicate specialized regions of the architecture to their preparation [18, 19] . These magic-state factories are responsible for creating a steady supply of low-error magic states. The error in each produced state is minimized through a process called distillation [4] , which we will introduce in detail in section 2.4.
T-Gates in Quantum Algorithms
Among the different classes of quantum algorithms, quantum simulation and quantum chemistry applications have drawn significant attention in recent years due to the promises they show in transforming our understanding of new and complex materials, while still potentially remaining tractable in near-term intermediate-size machines [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] .
The benchmark algorithms studied in this work include the Ground State Estimation (GSE) [23] of the Fe 2 S 2 molecule and the Ising Model (IM) [25] algorithms. They are representative applications for the purpose of this study as they present very different demand characteristics for T gate magic states. A more detailed description of T gate distributions in these two algorithms can be found in section 5.1. Here we list in Table 1 the two benchmarks alongside with some of their T gates statistics, namely the number of qubits (n qubits ), total T count (T count ), total schedule length (L), average T gates per time step (T avg ), standard deviation of T gates per time step (T std ), and maximum T gates per time step (T peak ). The Ising Model and Ground State Estimation applications, and others in the same application class, have a predictable structure. Contemporary methods to simulate quantum mechanical systems employ Trotter decomposition [26] to digitize the simulation, which involves large numbers of structurally identical Jordan-Wigner Transformation circuits [27] , each of which involves a series of CNOT gates (called the "CNOT staircase") followed by a controlled rotation operation. This arbitrary-angle rotation will often be decomposed to sequences of H, S, and T operations in a procedure called gate synthesis [28] .
Take as an example finding molecular ground state energies of the molecule Fe 2 S 2 requires approximately 10 4 Trotter steps for "sufficient" accuracy, each comprised of 7.4 × 10 6 rotations [29] . Each of these controlled rotations can be decomposed to sufficient accuracy using approximately 50 T gates per rotation [30] . All of this can amount to a total number of T gates of order 10 12 , which is also the number of prepared magic-states needed. In these types of applications, magic-state distillation will be responsible for between 50% − 99% of the resource costs when executing an errorcorrected computation [8] . Because of this, the number of T gates present in an algorithm is often used as a metric for assessing the quality of a solution [31, 32] .
Bravyi-Haah Distillation Protocol
In order to execute T gates fault tolerantly, an interaction is required between a target logical qubit and an ancillary magic state qubit. The fidelity of the operation is then tied to the fidelity of the magic state qubit itself, which requires that magic states are able to be reliably produced at high fidelity. This is achieved through procedures known as distillation protocols.
Distillation protocols are circuits that accept as input a number of potentially faulty raw magic states (n) and output a smaller number of higher fidelity magic states (k). The input-output ratio n → k is generally used to assess the efficiency of a protocol. Because many distillation protocols are extremely resource-intensive, a key design issue of quantum architectures is to optimize them.
In this work we restrict our focus to a popular low-overhead distillation protocol known as the Bravyi-Haah distillation protocol that has received much attention in the field recently [6, 7, 33] . Here we describe in detail the process for preparing and distilling the magic-states. Bravyi-Haah state distillation circuits [4] take as input 3k + 8 low-fidelity states, and output k higher fidelity magic-states, and thus are denoted as the 3k + 8 → k protocol. Notably, if the raw input (injected) states are characterized by error rate ε inject (which could be different from the physical input error rate ε in as in equation 1 depending on hardware implementations), the output state fidelity is improved with this procedure to:
or in other words, a second-order suppression of error. This imposes a tolerance threshold on the underlying input error rate that can be precisely written as:
because when ε inject ≥ ε thresh , the output error rate is no better than where we started before distillation. Moreover, this process is imperfect. For any given implementation of this circuitry, the true yield could be lower than expected. The success probability of the protocol that attempts to output k high fidelity states is, to the highest order, given by:
In performing a rigorous full system overhead analysis, these effects will become extremely significant. 
Block Codes
In certain types of applications, the second-order error suppression achieved by single round of Bravyi-Haah distillation is not enough. To overcome this, multiple rounds (also referred to as levels in our work) of the distillation protocol can be concatenated to obtain higher and higher output state fidelity.
To ensure successful execution of a program, systems must be able to perform all of the gates in the computation with an expected value of logical gate error rate less than 1. So the success probability desired for a specific application (P s ) relates to the required logical error rate per gate P L as follows: (6) where N gates is the number of logical gates in the computation. P L therefore sets a bound on the fidelity of generated magic states. Many circuits contain of order 10 10 logical gates or more [29] , while physical error rates may scale as poorly as 10 −3 [7] . In these cases, clearly squaring the input error rate will not achieve the required logical error rate to execute the program. Instead, we can recursively apply the Bravyi-Haah circuit times, with permutations of the intermediate output states in between distillation rounds. Throughout this work, we use the terminology "round" and "level" to both refer to a single iteration of the Bravyi-Haah distillation protocol within a factory. Constructing high fidelity states in this fashion is known as Block Code State Distillation [6] . As shown in Figure 2 , realizing Bravyi-Haah block code protocols would require 6k + 14 total logical qubits [33] .
Magic-State Factory Error and Yield Scaling
To perform a rigorous full system overhead analysis, it is necessary to quantify the behavior of multi-level block code factories in terms of output state fidelity and production rate. By construction, the error rate of the produced magic-states will be squared after each round. So the final output states error rate after rounds of distillation will be ∼ ε 2 inject . Since the output states from the previous round will be fed into the next round, the success probability of a distillation module at round r depends on the output error rate of the previous round ε r−1 , i.e. P (r) success = 1 − (3k + 8)ε r−1 . The success probability for the entire -level factory will be explicitly derived later in Section 4.
Magic-State Factory Area Scaling
Within any particular round r of an -round magic-state factory (where 1 ≤ r ≤ ), the required number of physical qubits defines the space occupied by the factory during that round. However, we will often use logical qubit as unit area, since translating to physical qubits will simply pick up a d 2 r multiplicative factor as shown in section 2.2.
In general, any particular round requires several modules each comprised of several distillation protocol circuits. A generic n → k protocol, under a -level block code construction, will need a total number of protocols as follows:
Magic-State Factory Time Overhead
Each round of distillation can be shown to require 11d r number of surface code cycles [33] . Suppose d r is the code distance for round r (which depends upon the input and output error rates), we arrive at the total time to execute full distillation as:
A full assessment of the area and time costs under our proposed architecture designs,will be presented in more detail in Section 4 and Section 5. Specifically, we discuss how factory capacity, distillation rounds of each factory, and the input physical error rate all affect the output state yield rate and resulting space and time overhead.
RELATED WORK
A number of prior work has been focused upon designing efficient magic-state distillation protocols [4, 34, 35, 17] . There are also some work that aim to concatenate different protocols together to reduce the overall cost or improve output rate and fidelity [6, 36] . The problem of scheduling and mapping the distillation circuit is tackled in this work [8] by taking advantages of the internal structures in the distillation protocol, and by minimizing CNOT-braid routing congestions. The aim of that work is also to more effciently implement the distillation process, which is different from ours, as we instead aim to optimize a full system architecture built around these protocols and construct factory arrangements that ef- ficiently deliver output magic states to their intended target qubits.
Prior work on this subject has often assumed either that magic states will be prepared offline in advance [7, 19] , or that the production rate is set to keep up with the peak consumption rate in any given quantum application, and any excess states will be placed in a buffer [33, 37] . This paper operates with the different assumption that magic-state factories will be active during the computation, and states will not be able to be prepared offline or in advance. We do this to characterize the performance of the machine online, and introduce the complexity of resource state distribution throughout the machine, a problem that has been studied well in classical computing systems but has received less of a focus in this domain.
Other works closely related to architectural design optimized the ancilla production factories that operate in different error correcting codes [38, 39] , or analyzed the overhead of CNOT operations which dominate other classes of applications like quantum cryptography and search optimization [11] . Our work focuses instead on quantum chemistry and simulation applications that are likely to represent a large proportion of quantum workloads in both the near and far term.
FACTORY AREA OVERHEAD
To describe a magic-state distillation factory, we first make a distinction between a factory cycle and a distillation round or level. A distillation round refers to one iteration of the distillation protocol, a subroutine that is repeated times for a particular factory. A cycle refers to the total time required for the factory to operate completely, taking n input states and creating k output states. All distillation rounds are performed during a cycle.
A magic-state distillation factory architecture can be characterized by three parameters: the total number of magic states that can be produced per distillation cycle K, number of factories on the lattice X, and the total number of distillation rounds that are performed per cycle . For simplicity, we assume uniform designs where all K output states are to be divided equally into X factories, all of which operate with rounds of distillation. We now analyze the relationships presented in Section 2 to derive full factory scaling behaviors with respect to these architectural design variables. These behaviors interact non-trivially, and lead to Physical error rate at input, at output, or at round r Table 2 : List of system parameters involved in the analysis and the optimization procedure.
space-time resource consumption functions that show optimal design points.
Role of Fidelity and Yield in Area Overhead
First we examine the fidelity of the produced magic-states that is attainable with a given factory configuration, along with expected number of states that will in fact be made available. Once again, we use the terminology "round" and "level" to both refer to a single iteration of the Bravyi-Haah distillation protocol within a factory. Applying the block code error scaling relationship described by equation 3 recursively, as the number of total rounds ( ) of a magic-state factory increases, the output error rates attainable scale doubleexponentially with the total number of rounds in a factory:
. In fact, for a given round r (between 1 and ) of a factory, the explicit form of the output error rate can be written by directly applying r copies of equation 3:
where (K/X) denotes the capacity of each factory on a lattice. The yield rate of a particular factory can be expressed as a product of the yield rate functions describing each individual round, as in equation 5. The effective output capacity can be written as the product of the success probabilities of all rounds of a factory as:
Here K output refers to the realized number of produced states after adjusting for yield effects, while K refers to the desired or specified number of output states. Equation 10 actually imposes a yield threshold on the system. For a given K, X, and , a system will have a maximum error rate which, if exceeded, will cause the factory to malfunction and stop producing states reliably. This threshold can be seen by examining the product term, and noting that yield must be positive in order to produce any states. The terms in the sequence of equation 10 are decreasing in magnitude, so the threshold is determined by the leading term which requires: 1 − (3(K/X) 1/ + 8)ε inject > 0, and thus: Figure 4c shows the yield rate scaling behavior of single factories of consisting of = 1, 2, 3 with fixed X = 1. In order to reliably produce some fixed amount of states, the yield effects determine the required number of rounds of distillation that must be performed. On the other side, any given number of distillation rounds has a maximum output capacity K for which the expected number of produced states becomes vanishingly small. Increasing the number of distillation rounds will increase the maximum supportable factory capacity.
Full Area Costs
We now use these relationships to derive the true area scaling of these factories. For all level factories, the area of the first round exceeds the area required for all other rounds. Using this as an upper bound, we can write the area required for a specific round explicitly in terms of physical qubits as:
Where k ≡ (K/X) 1 / . The inequality in the last line arises due to the fact that the first round always uses the largest area by block-code construction, i.e. A r ≤ A 1 for all 1 ≤ r ≤ . Here we have used several relationships, namely that the total number of protocols and modules scales as in equation 7, a single protocol requires 6k + 14 logical qubits [33] , and the area of a single logical surface code qubit scales as d 2 [15] .
Although in an aggressively optimized factory design then, one could conceivably save space within the distillation procedure by utilizing the space difference between successive rounds of distillation for other computation, we will assume in this work that this cannot be done, and instead the first round area of any given factory defines the area required by that factory over the length of its entire operation, and locks out the region for distillation only. As a result, Figure 5a describes the scaling of factory area both by increasing output capacity and increasing the total number of factories.
FACTORY LATENCY OVERHEAD
This section presents a systematic study of the time overhead of realizing magic-state distillation protocols. First, we will examine the characteristics of the T gate demand in our benchmark programs, by introducing the concept of the T distribution. Next, we will study the latency overhead caused by delivering magic states to wherever T gates are demanded by looking at the contention and congestion factors. Finally, we will arrive at an analytical model for the overall distillation latency integrating the information from the program distribution. While the majority of the prior works on this subject have been abstracting algorithm behavior into a single number, the total T gate count, we argue that the distribution of T gate throughout a algorithm has a significant impact on the performance of the magic-state factory. For example, a program with bursty T distribution, where a large number of T gates are scheduled in a few time steps, puts significant pressure on the factory's capability of producing a large amount of high fidelity magic states quickly.
Program Distributions
In order to quantify this behavior, we choose two quantum chemistry algorithms that represent the two extremes of T gate parallelism. On one hand, the Ground State Estimation algorithm is an application with very low T gate parallelism. An algorithm attempting to find the ground state energy of a molecule of size m, this application can be characterized by a series of rotations on single qubits [23] . Ising model, on the other hand, is a highly parallel application demanding T gates at a much higher rate. This application simulates the interaction of an Ising spin chain, and therefore requires many parallelized operations on single qubits, along with nearest neighbor qubit interactions [25] . To capture application characteristics, we use the ScaffCC compiler toolchain that supports application synthesis from high-level quantum algorithm to to physical qubit layouts and circuits [40] .
The majority of the time steps in Ising Model algorithm has a large number of parallel T gates with a mean T load of 440, where as Ground State Estimation has no more than 12 T gates at each time steps. As opposed to just using the single T gate count to characterize algorithms, we will from now on use the T load distribution.
T-Gate Contention and Congestion
In order to fully assess the space-time volume overhead of the system, we require a low level description of how the produced magic-states are being consumed by the program.
As discussed in the Section 2, a T gate requires braiding between the magic-state qubit in the factory and the target qubit that the T gate operates on. Now suppose our factory is able to produce K high-fidelity magic states per distillation cycle, and at some time step the program requests for t T gates. If we demand more than the factory could offer at once (i.e. t > K), then naturally only K of those requests can be served, while the others would have to wait for at least another distillation cycle. So we will say that the network has contention when the demand exceeds the supply capacity. By contrast, we define network congestion to capture the latency introduced by the fact the some braids may fail to route from the target to the factory on the 2D surface code layout, due to high braiding traffic.
To estimate the overhead of network congestion, we will perform an average case analysis without committing to a particular routing algorithm. Ideally, in the contention free limit where the number of requests t is less than K, all requests could be scheduled and executed in parallel. However, often times the requests will congest due to limitations of routing algorithms. We define a congestion factor C g that represents the total latency required to execute all of the T gate requests at any given time.
We model congestion as a factor that scales proportional to the number of t requests made at any given time, within a particular region serviced by a factory. This assumes a general topology in which a factory is placed in the center of a region, and all of the surrounding data qubits are served by this factory alone. Naturally, the center of the region is quite dense with T gate request routes. In general, for a reasonable routing algorithm, the number of routing options increases as area available increases. However, because all of the routes have their destination in the center of the region, increasing area of the region has no such effect. In fact, the distance of a T request source from the factory increases the likelihood of congestion from a simple probabilistic argument. There may be other T requests blocking available routes, and the number of these possible requests that block pathways increases as the distance between a request and the factory increases. The combination of these effects interacts with the complexity of a routing algorithm, and results in a scaling relationship proportional to both the T request density t and the maximum distance of any T request within any of these regions:
for some constant c, depending upon the routing algorithm.
We validated this congestion model in simulation using simulation tools and compiler toolchains of [11] , and find that they do indeed agree. Section 7 discusses this in greater detail.
Resolving T-gate Requests
For any given program, characterized as a distribution D of the T load, we denote D[t] the number of timesteps in the program that t parallel T gates are to be executed. Then the number of iterations that the factory needs to resolve the t requests can be computed based on the following latency analysis. In particular, in order to maximize the utilization of the factory, we would execute as many outstanding T gate requests as possible in parallel. When the number of requests t exceeds the factory yield K, we will need to stall the surpassed amount of requests. We denote s = t/K the number of fully-utilized iterations. So, we are serving at full capacity for s number of times, and at each time a congestion factor is being multiplied, as discussed in Section 5.2. It follows that the first sK requests are completed in s √ K number of distillation cycles. And finally the rest (t − sK) outstanding requests are then being executed in √ t − sK cycles. Notice that the time it takes to execute the T gate is typically shorter than the factory distillation cycle time. So under the buffer assumption made earlier, we can stage the execution of requests within a distillation cycle such that no data dependencies are violated, as long as there are magicstates available in the factory. The time required to produce some constant number k of states is T distill , while the time required to deliver k states in parallel is T t √ k due to network congestion. So the number of distillation cycles needed to supply a single cycle of k T gate requests is given by the ratio T t √ k/T distill . Substituting k = K/X and k = (t − sK)/X as described earlier, we can calculate the number of distillation iterations we need to serve t T gates in a particular timestep, as:
where K is again the yield of each iteration from Equation 10 .
Putting it together, we obtain our final time overhead of an application:
where T peak is the maximum number of parallel T gates scheduled at one timestep. Notice that this is independent of T distill , as the distillation cycle time has been captured by the ratio T t /T distill . The scaling of this function is shown in Figure 5b , and is compared in Figure 6 across different applications.
AREA AND LATENCY TRADE-OFFS
In this section, we will discuss some of the motivations of our proposed algorithm for optimizing space-time resource overhead, based on the area and latency analysis that we built up in the previous sections.
The Bravyi-Haah protocol shows an area expansion when a single factory is "divided" into many smaller factories, that is, the total area of x number of factories each with some capacity k is larger than the area of a factory with capacity x · k. Figure 5a illustrates this trend, arising from the original area law equation 12.
Why do we want a distributed factory architecture? Although it might first seem undesirable to divide a single factory into many factories due to the area expansion, there are many advantages when doing so. One such advantage is that smaller factory can produce states with higher fidelity. So, for a fixed output capacity K, incrementing the number of factories used to produce in total that K allows for all of those K states to have higher fidelity. The output error rate scales inversely with the number of factories on the lattice for a fixed output capacity K as seen in Equation 9 .
This provides us with the unique ability to actually manipulate the underlying physical error rate threshold. In particular, substitution of K/X for K in all of the previous equations shows that the yield threshold now also has inverse dependence upon the number of factories used.
As Figure 4b shows, for a fixed output capacity and block code level , increasing the number of factories on the lattice can greatly increase the tolerable physical error rate under which the factory architecture can operate.
With this knowledge, we are immediately presented with architectural tradeoffs. Using the representation of programs as distributions of T gate requests, any application can be characterized by a T peak , again defined as the highest number of parallel T gate requests in any timestep of an application. For a "surplus" configuration, a system may set the factory output rate K = T peak , so as to never incur any latency during the program execution. However, as the threshold in equation 4 indicates, this sets an upper bound on the tolerable input error rate ε in . With a distributed factory architecture, this provides a system parameter enabling systems to be designed that will be able to tolerate higher error rates, and still achieve the same output capacity K, at the expense of area as seen in the area law relationship from Figure 5a . Conversely, systems that are constructed with great knowledge of low underlying physical error rates may be able to reduce overall area of a surplus factory configuration by reducing the number of individual factories to a certain point. These are the tradeoffs in the design space that this work explores, and in fact we can find for representative benchmarks, configurations that are lower in capacity that can save orders of magnitude in space-time overhead overall.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
System Configuration
Here we lay out all of the assumptions made about the underlying systems that we are studying.
First, we assume that the factories will be operated continuously. This means that each T distill , the factories will produce another K output states. This abstracts away the time needed to deliver these states to their destinations, which would have to be performed in a real system before the next distillation iteration begins. In such real systems, we imagine an architecture that supports a limited, fixed size buffer region so that the subsequent distillation cycle will not overwrite the previously completed states. However, this is a small constant offset in time that applies to all studied designs symmetrically, so it is omitted. Because the factories are always online and producing magic states, the overall time overhead is then equal to the number of distillation cycles required to execute all the scheduled T gate requests, multiplied by the time taken to perform a distillation iteration T distill from Equation 8 . Next, we assume three different levels of uniformity in these designs: all distributed factories are laid out uniformly on the surface code lattice as in figure 3b (i.e. they are an equal distance apart), all factories in a distributed architecture are identical (i.e. they all operate with the same parameters such as K and ), and within each factory each block code round is identical (i.e. they are composed of identical n → k protocols). Note that Campbell et. al. in [33] allows varying k within a single factory, across different rounds.
In performing our evaluations we consider four different system configurations: surplus architectures that minimize application latency by setting the magic-state output capacity to the peak T gate request count in an application, singlet architectures that minimize required space for the factory by producing only a single state per distillation cycle, optimizedunified architectures that use one central factory with an optimized choice of output capacity K and number of distillation rounds , and optimized-distributed architectures that choose an optimum output capacity K distributed into an optimum number X of factories, each utilizing distillation rounds. These architectures are summarized in Table 3 .
Optimization Algorithm
As keen readers may have already observed from Figure  6 and Figure 4d , for fixed output capacity K, it costs us both in time latency and in factory footprint to implement a high block-code factory. The only reason we design for high is to achieve the desired target error rate. This relation is best captured in the bottom half of Figure 7 , where the L = 1 factory is not feasible for K ≥ 1 since its output error rate is higher than the target error rate, while the L = 2 factory is feasible for K ∈ [1, 50] , and the L = 3 factory is feasible for the entire plotted range.
We combine all of the details of the explicit overhead estimation derived above in order to find optimal design points in the system configuration space. To do this, we must ensure that designs are capable of producing the target logical error rate for an application. Additionally, there exists a set of constraints C that K, X ∈ Z + have to satisfy: (i) 1 ≤ X ≤ K; (ii) K/X ≤ (1 − 8ε inject )/(3ε inject ), due the Bravyi-Haah protocol error thresholds. With the feasible space mapped out, standard nonlinear optimization techniques are employed to explore the space and select the space-time optimal design point.
With these constraints in mind, we explore the space by first selecting the lowest possible. As the area law and full volume scaling trends of the previous sections indicate, if there are any feasible design points with = 0 , then any feasible design points for systems with i > 0 will be strictly Figure 7 : Space-time volume minimization under error threshold constraints imposed by target error rate for each block code level. An application will set a target error rate (black) that the factory must be able to achieve in output state fidelity. On the lower plot, levels 2 and 3 are the only levels available that can satisfy this. In the upper plot, we find that the lowest volume in the feasible area is located on the level 2 factory feasibility line. Recall the volume shapes are explained earlier in section 5. Here the tails after K ≈ 800 show an increase in volume, as the added capacity grows the factory areas while maintaining constant latency. greater in overall volume. This is somewhat intuitive, as concatenation of block code protocols is very costly.
With the lowest selected, we check to see if there exists any feasible design points for this by checking for solutions to the equation:
If the K that solves this equation is greater than or equal to 1, then there does exist feasible design space along this , and the algorithm continues. Otherwise, is incremented. Next, nonlinear optimization techniques are used to search within the mapped feasible space for optimal design points in both K and X.
Simulation and Validation
This section explores the validity of our models through empirical evaluation of the space-time resources. To do this, we improve the surface code simulation tool from [11] to accurately assess the latency and qubit cost of fully errorcorrected applications with various magic-state distillation factory configurations. Specifically, we added support for 
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:
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A factories ← X · n return K, X 28: end procedure arbitrary factory layouts, which manifests as black boxed regions dedicated to factories that cannot be routed through during computation, combined with sets of locations of produced magic states. The result is a cycle precise simulator that accurately performs production and consumption of magic states, including all necessary routing.
One implementation detail that is supported is the ability to dynamically reallocate specific magic-state assignments during runtime. Statically, each T gate operation is prespecified with a particular magic-state resource, located along the outer edge of a factory. During runtime, this can introduce unnecessary contention, as two nearby logical qubits can potentially request the same magic state. This is avoided by implementing online magic-state resource shuffling, so that if the particular state that was requested is unavailable, the system selects the next nearest state that is available. If no such states exist, this T gate is stalled until the next distillation cycle is completed. Figure 8 shows simulation results superimposed on top of those driven analytically. We can see that the model shows the same trend as the simulation behavior (blue line), and thus we will be able to show relative tradeoffs between capacity and latency. For simplicity the validation is performed on single unified factory located at the center of the surface code lattice. The results extend well to multiple factories, because in the distributed case, each factory will be responsible for magic-state requests in a sub-region of the lattice. We can validate this by simulating optimal operating points in the space-time trade-off spectrum and comparing them to our expectation from the model. Using simulation data, we re-plot our idealized tradeoff in Figure 1 for the Ising Model Application and show the results in Figure 9 . We see that as factory capacities increase, the applications time improves at the expense of its qubit numbers. In this figure, the space-time volume is sketched in green, and has two near-optimal points: one with relatively few qubits but high latency, and vice versa. The worst performance occurs in the middle of this spectrum, when transition from level 1 to level 2 distillation needs to occur (causing a sudden jump in qubits, but not much latency improvement).
RESULTS
In this section we present the resource requirements of various magic-state factory architectures, and show that by considering the scaling behaviors that we have highlighted and searching the design space with our optimization algorithm, we can discover system configurations that save orders of magnitude of quantum volume.
We first compare the overheads of the surplus and singlet architectures that represent baselines against which we compare our optimized architectures. We then compare the surplus architecture with the optimized-distributed design found with our optimization algorithm. We look at two representative benchmarks for the quantum chemistry and quantum simulation fields, the Ising Model [25] and Ground State Estimation [23] algorithms, as well as how performance of these architectures changes as the benchmarks scale up in size. Next, we detail the space and time trade-off that is made in our resource optimized design choices, and show that the latency induced by a design is a more dominant factor in these applications. We then present a full design space comparison, showing the performance of the surplus design against the singlet design, as well as the optimized-unified factory design, Number of qubits ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ Number of qubits ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ Volume Capacity K Figure 9 : Space-time tradeoff observed empirically in simulation for varying factory capacities. A space-time volume (green line) can be chosen at K ≈ 40, which is an optimal, minimized value on this curve. It corresponds here to a low-qubit, high latency configuration. Notice that another configuration at K ≈ 300) could be chosen, corresponding to a high-qubit, low-latency configuration. In this case, the former of these choices is more resource optimized, as the space-time cost is lower. all compared to the performance of optimized-distributed design. Lastly, we analyze the sensitivity of these designs to fluctuations in the underlying physical error rates, and show that building out a distributed factory design adds robustness that makes the architecture perform well for a wider range of input parameters.
Comparing Surplus and Singlet Architectures
We begin with Figure 10 by comparing two architectures that aim solely to minimize application latency or required space. This comparison represents the range between two ends of the design space spectrum for single factory architectures, and each shows a particular error rate range over which it performs more optimally. Initially, at the highest input error rate, the space optimal singlet design requires more resources than the time optimal surplus design, as the application suffers from excessive latency from magic-state factory access time. Note the inflection points at 10 −3.5 and 10 −4.5 input error rates. At these points, the singlet factory is able to reduce the number of rounds of distillation it must perform, as input error rates are sufficiently low. Over this region, the reduction in area compensates the expansion in computation time, and the design outperforms the much larger surplus factory configuration. At 10 −4.5 , the surplus factory is able to operate with fewer distillation rounds as well, enabling this configuration to outperform the singlet design.
This behavior is surprising, as it indicates that with respect to a high-parallelism application, there are input error rate regions where intuitively conservative, space minimizing designs are able to outperform what seem like aggressively optimized designs. We see this because we are comparing space and time simultaneously, which allows us to see that the trade-off is asymmetric and these factors interact nontrivially.
Optimized Design Performance
We now move to comparing the surplus design against the optimized-distributed design discovered by our optimization algorithm, that is allowed to subdivide factories across the machine. Figures 11a and 11b depict the detailed results of our optimization procedure on the Ising Model and Ground State Estimation applications, respectively. Ising Model is intrinsically very parallel, which leads to a higher optimal capacity choice for the optimized-distributed factory. Note however that it is able to choose a distribution level that saves approximately 15x in space-time volume. Ground State Estimation is very serial, yet for sufficiently low error rates the optimized-distributed design is able to incorporate distribution of factories into the lattice to lower the required block code concatenation level , resulting in a 12x reduction in volume across these points.
The reason that the distributed factory design is able to outperform the surplus design is that the feasibility regions of the two designs differ. Because the distributed factory utilizes many small factories on the machine it can achieve a higher output state fidelity than a single factory design, which enables it to operate with a smaller number of distillation rounds. The optimization algorithm respects this characteristic, which is why it searches iteratively from the lowest number of distillation rounds possible, one by one until it discovers a feasible factory configuration.
Optimized Design Performance Scaling
Figures 11c and 11d detail these trends as larger and larger quantum simulation applications are executed. For extremely large simulations, we find that the volume reductions that optimizing a factory design yields become even more pronounced, resulting in between a 15x and 18x full resource reduction. These designs also show sensitivity to physical error rates that require designs to change block code distillation level.
Distributed Factory Characteristics
As Figure 12a describes, an optimized-distributed set of factories is able to save between 1.2x and 4x in total spacetime volume over the optimized-unified factory. Large volume jumps occur primarily between 10 −3.5 and 10 −3.4 phys- ical error rate, and this again corresponds to a requirement by this application to increment to a higher block code level , which happens for both the unified and distributed factory schemes. These optimized designs trade space for time, as Figures  12a and 12b indicate, and the net effect is an overall volume reduction. This is indicative that for these highly parallel quantum chemistry applications, the magic-state factory access latency is a much more dominating effect than the number of physical qubits required to run these factories. Figure 12c depicts the output capacities chosen by the optimization procedure, and how they differ when the system is unified or distributed. Notably, at both ends of the input error rate spectrum we find that both factory architectures choose the same output capacity, as in the high error rate case this is driven by high requirement, while in the low error rate limit both factory architectures can afford to be very large and not suffer from any yield penalties. However, through the center of the error rate spectrum the unified factory design must lower the chosen output capacity, as supporting higher capacity would require a very expensive increase in the number of distillation rounds. Figure 14 depicts the full space-time volume required by different factory architectures across the design space. Shown are the four main configurations: a surplus factory configured with output capacity K = T peak , a singlet factory with K = 1, an optimized-unified factory, and an optimized-distributed factory.
Full Design Space Comparison
Distinct volume phases are evident visually on the graph, due to the different feasibility regions of the architectures. Sweeping from high error rates to low error rates, large volume jumps occur as observed before, for specific configurations when that configuration can operate with fewer rounds of distillation in order to convert the input error rate to the target output error rate. Notice that this jump occurs earliest for the singlet, optimized-unified, and optimized-distributed designs, at 10 −3.5 input error rate. All of these designs show an inflection point here, where the configurations can achieve the target output error rate with a smaller number of block code distillation levels. This is not true of the surplus factory, which in fact has the largest output capacity of the set. Because the output capacity is so high, the lowest achievable output error rate is much higher than that of the other designs. This forces the block code level to remain high until the input error rate becomes sufficiently low, which occurs at 10 −4.5 .
Sensitivity Analysis
Now we turn to analyzing how these designs perform if the environment in which they were designed changes. Supposing that a design choice has been made specifying the desired factory capacity K, number of factories X, and block code distillation level , different types of architectures show varying sensitivity to fluctuations in the underlying design points around which the architectures were constructed. For example, Figure 13 details an instance of this occurrence. The figure shows the surplus, singlet, and optimized-distributed factory designs, in this case setting K ∼ 600 and X ∼ 200 for the distributed architecture. All of these factories were designed under the assumption that the physical machine will operate with 10 −5 error rate.
We see that while these applications perform similarly over the range from 10 −5 to 10 −4 , just after this point the surplus factory encounters a steep volume expansion due to the yield threshold equation 11. For this design the threshold of tolerable physical error rates is quite high, significantly higher than that of the other designs. Because of this, it can tolerate a smaller range of fluctuation in the underlying error rate before it ceases to execute algorithms correctly.
CONCLUSION
We present methods for designing magic-state distillation factory architectures that are optimized to execute applications that present with a specific parallelism distribution. By considering applications with different levels of parallelism, we design architectures to take advantage of these characteristics and execute the application with minimal space and execution time overhead.
By carefully analyzing the interaction between various magic-state factory characteristics, we find that choosing the most resource optimized magic-state distribution architecture is a complex procedure. We derive and present these trade offs, and compare the architectures that have been commonly described in literature. These comparisons show a surprising picture: namely that even a modest factory capable of producing just a single resource state per distillation cycle can outperform the more commonly described surplus factory in particular input error rate regimes. We also propose a method of distributing the total number of magic states to be produced into several smaller factories uniformly distributed on a machine. In doing this, we see that these types of architectures are capable of achieving higher output fidelities of their produced states with added resilience against fluctuations of the underlying error rate, when compared to unified architectures composed of a single factory. While these designs are tailored to specific applications, we conjecture that distributed systems would in fact be more flexible in their abilities to execute applications with different amounts of parallelism. Intrinsic to their design is the ability to optionally compile smaller applications to various subunits of the machine. Because of this, these designs can be used to support a much wider range of application types than those comprised of a single factory.
These systems also show that the trade off in space and time is asymmetric. In quantum chemistry and simulation applications, we notice that the resource optimized designs can use upwards of 2 orders of magnitude more physical qubits to be implemented, while they end up saving over 3 orders of magnitude in time. Magic-state access time, or latency induced specifically by delays due to stalling as magic states are produced, we find is a dominating effect in the execution of these applications. In order to mitigate these effects in a resource-aware fashion, designing a distributed system of several factories allows for efficient partitioning of the magic-state demand across the machine, at the cost of physical area.
These conclusions can have physical impacts on near-term designs as well. Specifically, the construction of a factory architecture can imply the location of physical control signals on an underlying device. What we are showing then is the effect of several theoretical long-term designs, and the conclusion that distributed sets of factories outperform other designs should help motivate device fabrication teams as they decide which physical locations should be occupied by rotation generating control signals. As a general principle, long term architectural design and analysis can help guide the study and development of near term devices, which ultimately will help hasten the onset of the fault-tolerant era [1] .
FUTURE WORK
There are a number of immediate extensions to this study:
• Comparing distributed factory topologies. Choosing an optimal layout for a distributed factory design is potentially very difficult, and requires an ability to estimate the overheads associated with different layouts. Using architectural simulation tools and adapted network simulation mechanisms, we can foresee evaluation of two new architectures: peripheral and asymmetricmesh placement. Peripheral placement refers to factories surrounding a central computational region, while asymmetric-mesh placement refers to embedding the factories throughout the machine itself.
• Embedding data qubits within magic-state factories. While the designs presented here assume that magicstate factory regions are to be considered black boxes that are not to be occupied by data qubits, because of their massive size requirements we imagine a system that embeds the relatively smaller number of data qubits within the factories themselves. A study of the effect of various embedding techniques on factory cycle latency could determine the efficiency of such a design.
• Advanced factory pipeline hierarchy. We envision a concatenation of clusters of the magic-state factories, targeting continuous outputs in time, and hence reduction in contention caused by the distillation latency. In particular, each sub-region in the mesh contains multiple small, identical factories that were turned on asynchronously. So at each time step, there will always be a factory that completes a distillation cycle, and thus serving magic state continuously.
• Generalization to other distillation protocols. Although the Bravyi-Haah protocol studied in this paper is among the best known protocols, little analysis has been done on other techniques discovered recently [5] .
• Optimizing the internal mapping and scheduling of magic-state factories. This work has modeled factories as black-boxed regions that continuously produce resources. A realistic implementation of those factories that optimize for internal congestion would significantly reduce factory overhead, in conjunction with designs proposed in this work that optimize for external congestion. This was studied in [8] .
• Flexibility of Distributed Magic-State Architectures. While these designs are tailored to applications of a certain parallelism distribution, a study could analyze designs that balance domain specific optimization against general application compatibility.
